USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Stardate 10303.25

Enigmatic Contagio - Part 2

The USS Vesuvius left Starbase 48 without incident enroute the Periates System to observe and record R-2375 as it transforms from a Red Giant to a White Dwarf.

While enroute, the Vesuvius experienced a drop in warp efficiency eventually losing warp power and coming to an all stop.  The Engineering Department is trying to analyze and repair the problem.

Back-up generators have kicked in while waiting for the impulse engine system to activate.  The CO has ordered the ship placed in Gray mode to conserve energy.

The Vesuvius is approximately 26 hours from the Periates System.  R-2375 is estimated to transform in 46-68 hours.

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

OPS Chaser says:
:: Calibrates power readings from the batteries ::

CSO Lane says:
:: At her station preparing to run a diagnostic but worried ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: At command ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Starts running diagnostics on the Med systems ::

XO Horn says:
:: At tactical checking weapons and shields ::

FCO Horn says:
:: At Flight Control running thrusters ::

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  The impulse system kicks in...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Monitors power consumption of the thrusters ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Finishes ::   Self: Everything here is working fine.

CSO Lane says:
:: Moves over to the Captain ::   CO: Sir, I know you asked me to run a level one diagnostic, but that means that I will have to have engineering take several systems off line for an extended period.

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Sir-r, impulse is online.

TO Horn says:
:: Enters the bridge ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Really...what a nice surprise...

XO Horn says:
CO: In our present condition I would recommend to avoid any fights

FCO Horn says:
XO: I have control of impulse Sir.

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: Agreed

CMO Blade says:
:: Shuts down the non-essential systems ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Peeks at the CO trying to decide if he is kidding or not, before looking back at her console ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Let's see how she maneuvers, Commander.  Bring us to 1/2 impulse...

XO Horn says:
:: Continues to monitor the situation ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye sir.   :: Inputs course correction and 1/2 impulse speed ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Drops the view screen off line ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Engages and watches the readings carefully ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: What would you suggest then, Lt.   :: Smiles at Hope ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: I would prefer to run a level three for now if that meets with your approval sir.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Monitors helm power and reserve ::

Host EO Phixum says:
*CO* Sir, I've noted a crack in a couple of the Dilithium crystals...I'll need to replace then recalibrate them.  There's also a problem with the phase coil.  I'll need about 7 hours to fix it all

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Sounds like we are moving along now so I concur.  Make it so...

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  The impulse systems are running without complications

CMO Blade says:
*CO*: Sir, I have shut down the non-essential systems and run diagnostics on the Medical Systems; they're fine.

TO Horn says:
XO: I can handle TAC from here sir.

CSO Lane says:
CO: We are going to need the sensors online in a hurry once we reach the Periates System.   :: Smiles ::   Aye sir, thank you.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters engineering ::

XO Horn says:
:: Sees the TO approaching ::   TO: Thank you

FCO Horn says:
CO: Smooth sailing so far, Sir.

XO Horn says:
:: Runs her hand over the panel as if saying goodbye ::   TO She is all yours

Host CO Kelson says:
*EO* Sounds like you have just enough time then.  Get to work.  And try to make it 6 hours.  Captain out.

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Sees the CIV enter engineering... ::  CIV: Sir, can I help you?

CSO Lane says:
:: Moves back to science one and begins the preparations ::

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Nods as he hears the CO ::

XO Horn says:
:: Moves around so she is standing next to the CO ::

CMO Blade says:
*CO*: Do you still want me to set up survival stations?

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Good to hear...take her to full impulse.

TO Horn says:
:: Begins running diagnostics ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Increase to full impulse ::

Host CO Kelson says:
*CMO*: Put your plans in a report and send them to me.  That will suffice.  Thank you Doctor.

XO Horn says:
CO: At least we are moving now

XO Horn says:
:: Looks around and sees everybody working ::

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Moves to the CIV tapping him on the shoulder... ::   CIV:  Sir...is there something I can help you with?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Ponders tweaking power to helm but leaves it alone for now ::

CSO Lane says:
*EO*: Engineering, this is Lt. Lane. I will be running a level three diagnostic on the science systems. Please note any changes in the power levels during the testing please.

Host EO Phixum says:
*CSO*  Yes, ma'am...acknowledged

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Make sure our sensors are first priority once full power is
re-established.

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Gives another EO the information to change out the Dilithium affected ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks over at Sam and mouths, thank you ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Ponders ::   CO : Aye, Sir-r.   :: Doesn't touch power during the diagnostic ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Looks at Phixum ::   EO: I have come here to determine the cause of the power loss and take care of the situation.

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: Slowly but surely, Number 1.

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Nods ::   CIV:  I have found two Dilithium crystals with hairline fractures in them...and the phase coil needs adjustment

CSO Lane says:
:: Begins the testing with the deflector systems ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Commander Horn, is the helm working to your satisfaction?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Peeks at the FCO ::

Host EO Phixum says:
CIV: I'll handle the phase coil...you can take over the Dilithium replacement and recalibration.

XO Horn says:
CO: Once we have sensors at 100%, we should make sure that shields are 100% also. The shields should protect us from any radiation from the star.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  It was a bit sluggish at first but seems to be better now.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Nods ::   EO: That sounds like an acceptable proposition. Therefore, it is accepted.   :: Nods and moves to the Dilithium chamber ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods to XO ::

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Goes to the phase coil upstairs and begins to work on that ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Lt. Chaser, make the shields second in line after the sensors.  This is all assuming we get our warp power back online first.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Very good, Commander.  Then you wouldn't mind having someone take the helm for now?

XO Horn says:
TO: Once sensors are 100%, make sure that shields are online and working at 100%

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Aye, Sir-r.   :: Monitors shield generator power levels ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: No Sir, not at all.   :: Wonders what in the world is going on ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: Commander, taking sensors offline for ten minutes to run the first part of the diagnostic.

FCO Horn says:
*Jankara* Ensign Jankara report to the bridge for flight duty.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: You have the bridge then...

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: Alex?  In my ready room...

CIV T’Lara says:
:: After looking at the Dilithium, curious what caused the fracture, she moves to collect more Dilithium for replacement ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Starts his report ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> :: Jumps off of her bed and heads to the bridge ::

TO Horn says:
XO: Aye sir.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Stands and walks toward ready room ::

XO Horn says:
:: Nods at the CO in understanding ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye Sir.

XO Horn says:
:: Follows the CO ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Enters ready room ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles at Sam as he passes ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> :: Enters the turbolift and orders it to the bridge ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Winks at Hope as he passes her ::

XO Horn says:
:: Enters the Ready Room closely behind the CO ::

Host EO Phixum says:
:: Working on the phase coil careful not to hit the wrong circuit ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Sees the lift door open and stands ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nonchalantly, of course ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> :: Exits onto the bridge and heads to Flight Control ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves behind desk and sits down bringing up tactical roster on
console ::

FCO Horn says:
Jankara: Keep a close eye on her Jaina.  We don't have warp yet, but I want to make certain we keep impulse.

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> FCO: Aye Ma'am.

XO Horn says:
:: Sits in chair in front of the desk ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Moves to the command area and sits down ::

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: Well, Alex...since I have promoted the CTO, we have a headless security.  Any thoughts?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Peeks over her shoulder at the FCO, before turning back to her console ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Makes a note of the readings on the deflector array ::

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  EO Phixum repairs the phase coils and notes some other problems have cleared as a result

XO Horn says:
CO: Lt. Shadow would be a good candidate...   :: Smiles ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Begins the Dilithium replacement ::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: How's it going?

TO Horn says:
:: Ducks underneath the TAC console to start some relay repairs ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Watches power levels carefully during the diagnostic, her tail undulating lazily behind her ::

FCO Horn says:
~~~ TO: Don't hurt yourself my love. ~~~

TO Horn says:
Self: I wish I was down there doing this work myself.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stiffens up and gulps ::   FCO: Fine, ma'am.   :: Ducking down a bit in her
chair ::

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: Yes, well...he's a bit tightly wound for a Chief's position, don't you think?

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  All power systems are holding steady

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> :: Makes a minor course correction ::

XO Horn says:
CO: But, Mr. Horn would be a better candidate

TO Horn says:
~~~ FCO: Don’t worry ~~~

FCO Horn says:
~~~ TO: Me?  Worry? Never! ~~~   :: Smiles ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Has replaced the Dilithium with "hairline fractures", and begins the
recalibration ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Brings up the forward and aft sensor pallet displays and studies them closely ::

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: There wouldn't be any name favoritism would there?   :: Smiles ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Who me, never   :: Smiles even broader ::

TO Horn says:
~~~ FCO: I just wish I was doing tactical repairs myself, I would be almost
done. ~~~

FCO Horn says:
:: Stands and moves up to OPS, speaking low ::   OPS: Hey, you are doing well.  You don't have to hide in your chair, Lt.

FCO Horn says:
~~~ TO: Yeah, I know.  My perfect and speedy husband.  Admit it, you HOPE you would be almost done. ~~~

XO Horn says:
CO: But, Mr. Horn does know the TAC station better than anyone else, and he has a good repertoire with the rest of the bridge crew

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries to smile, but only smirks nervously ::   FCO: Aye, Ma'am.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: After replacement and recalibration of the Dilithium, T’Lara begins further analysis of the warp engines ::

TO Horn says:
~~~ FCO: Would be almost done. ~~~

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: That is true...he is up to speed then?

FCO Horn says:
CSO: How's the diagnostic?   :: Grins at her husband's comment ::

FCO Horn says:
~~~ TO: Maybe. ~~~

XO Horn says:
CO: If not, I will make sure he is   :: Smiles again ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Closes the display and toggles the long range sensors bringing them online again ::

TO Horn says:
:: Climbs back up to the console ::

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: He doesn't have a chance...not with 2 former CTO’s as his bosses.
:: Laughs ::

TO Horn says:
:: Runs another diagnostic ::

XO Horn says:
CO: I tend to agree. There is little he will be able to get away with

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Any problems?

TO Horn says:
Self: I knew it, there's where the problem lies.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Runs a thorough check of the ship systems ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Sighs and leans forward on the console ::   FCO: Not so far Commander, just time consuming.   :: Grins ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Want me to call him in so we can tell him?

FCO Horn says:
CSO: I know the feeling.   :: Pats her on the shoulder and moves on to TAC ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Notices an improvement :: 

Host CO Kelson says:
XO: I'll give you the pleasure...   :: Leans back in the chair ::

XO Horn says:
*TO*: Your presence is requested the Ready Room

TO Horn says:
*XO*: On my way.

CIV T’Lara says:
*CO*: Captain, I am detecting no further problems throughout ship systems.

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks over the short range sensors next ::

FCO Horn says:
~~~ TO: I swear, I didn't tell them about you breaking the bed in our
quarters! ~~~   :: Grins and walks away ::

OPS Chaser says:
FCO : All power-r levels are at optimal levels.

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Good to hear.

TO Horn says:
:: Heads to the CO's Ready Room ::

XO Horn says:
:: Watches as the TO enters the Ready Room ::

TO Horn says:
:: Smiles at the FCO and then laughs ::

TO Horn says:
XO: You wanted to see me sir.

XO Horn says:
TO: As you well know, there is a vacant CTO position

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> :: Double checks the connection with Engines and finds it strong ::

TO Horn says:
XO: Yes, there have been a lot of changes while I was gone.

CSO Lane says:
:: Wonders why the Captain and Alex are huddled in the ready room so long ::

XO Horn says:
TO: After a little discussion, all I can say is...

Host CO Kelson says:
*CIV* Good to hear, Ens.  Let Operations know...

XO Horn says:
TO: Congratulations, CTO Horn

TO Horn says:
:: Looks a little surprised ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Stands ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: The CTO position is yours if you want it.

FCO Horn says:
:: Senses Ryan's surprise ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Perks her ears at the sound of humming engines ::

TO Horn says:
:: Stands straight and at attention ::   XO: Thank you sir.

XO Horn says:
TO: Just don't break anything   :: Smiles ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Finally finishes the science systems diagnostics and sighs again ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Need a hand or just more time?

XO Horn says:
:: Shakes the TO hand ::   TO: Congrats again

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Just finished Sarah, but thanks for the offer.

TO Horn says:
CO: I need to think about it....

CIV T’Lara says:
*OPS*: I have acted in handling the ship systems malfunction. I have detected no further problems.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Raises eyebrow ::

TO Horn says:
CO: Ok, I thought about it.

XO Horn says:
:: Looks slightly surprised ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Good, anything still causing us a problem?

TO Horn says:
CO/XO: I will not let you down.

OPS Chaser says:
*CIV*: Thank you, Chaser-r out.

CSO Lane says:
*EO*:Engineering, this is Lt. Lane again. I've just completed the level three diagnostic on the science systems. You may want to run a final check on the power levels.

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: No, you won't.  We won't let you.

OPS Chaser says:
FCO:  Pr-roblems in engineer-ring ar-re r-resolved, Ma'am.   :: Her ears lay
back ::

XO Horn says:
:: Nods head in agreement ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: Be aware that this is one of the most important positions on the ship.

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Good.

CSO Lane says:
FCO: All is in order, thank goodness.

TO Horn says:
CO: I am very aware.

FCO Horn says:
Jankara: Check for warp.

Host EO Phixum says:
*CSO* Received and acknowledge, ma'am.   CIV:  Phase coil is working within parameters, and the CSO is requesting power levels to be checked for sciences

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: We'll be on you constantly.  As we all have a great deal of experience at tactical.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Gulps and returns to monitoring power levels, calculating time needed to be in position for the transforming star ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> FCO: Warp is online Ma'am.

TO Horn says:
CO: I will appreciate any input you might have

FCO Horn says:
*CO* Sir, we have warp.  Preferred speed?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks we should be on our way, but waits patiently ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: So that should give you confidence as well.  That we chose you to take this important position.

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  Warp systems are now functional

TO Horn says:
CO: Confidence has never been a problem.

Host CO Kelson says:
*FCO* Fast enough to get us to the church on time...or the dwarf star in this case.

FCO Horn says:
Jankara: You heard the man, increase to get us there when we were supposed to.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Nods to the FCO, thinking warp speed to... ::

Host CO Kelson says:
TO: Then lets get you out to your post.

XO Horn says:
CO/CTO: Shall we see if we can't get this ship where it is suppose to be going?

TO Horn says:
CO/XO: Also allow me to congratulate both of you on your promotions.

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> :: Increases speed to Warp 6.5 ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> FCO: Warp is at 6.5 Ma'am and holding study.

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: Thank you, Lt. Horn.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Puts the view screen back up, watching as the stars fly by ::

XO Horn says:
CTO: Thank you

FCO Horn says:
Jankara: Good.   :: Sits back in the chair ::

TO Horn says:
CO/XO: Now if you will excuse me I have a tactical system to get to 100%

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves after both XO and CTO ::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Keep a close eye on power please, just in case.

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  All systems are working within parameters and at 100%

XO Horn says:
:: Exits the ready room following the beaming newly promoted CTO ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Brings the long range sensors to full power and smiles at the final readings ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Stands at seeing the XO ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Her eyes go round as she nods ::   FCO: Aye, Ma'am.   :: Buries herself in her console ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Guess the engineering department fixed it quicker than they thought they could.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: They always make themselves out to be miracle men...

XO Horn says:
:: Walks down to the command chairs ::

XO Horn says:
ALL: Status reports

FCO Horn says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  I think they spread out their estimates sometimes.   :: Grins ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Straightens up as the CO enters the bridge ::   XO: Ma'am, power-r levels at optimal.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Let's get to our designation, ASAP.

CTO Horn says:
XO: Weapons and shields are operating at 100%, tactical sensors at 100%.

CSO Lane says:
XO: Sciences are operating at nominal levels.

XO Horn says:
:: Acknowledges everyone as they report ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Relieves Jankara ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Looks like we are ready to proceed. We have power, sensors, weapons and helm control

FCO Horn says:
CO: 25 hours sir.

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  25-hours have passed and the Vesuvius is entering the Periates System

CMO Blade says:
:: Finishes his report ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: We are entering the system Sir.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Scrunches down her chair, adjusting her mane so it flows over the back of her chair ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Feels so refreshed for some reason ::

XO Horn says:
OPS: Can you put the Star on the viewer please

CSO Lane says:
XO: Long range scanners enabled. No other stellar phenomena in the sector ma'am.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Switches the view to forward sweep ::

Host Xen says:
ACTION: R-2375 blazes into view as OPS brings it up on the screen

XO Horn says:
CSO: Thank you

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Lt. Chaser...all excess power to sciences please...

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: Shields, Mr. Horn...

FCO Horn says:
:: Adjusts course and speed appropriately ::

OPS Chaser says:
CO: Aye, Sir-r, power-r r-reser-rve at science discr-reation.

CTO Horn says:
:: Brings tactical sensors to scanning R-2375 ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Taps a button ::   XO: Shields up.

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: How close do you need to be, Lt. Lane?

XO Horn says:
*CMO*: Will the shields be enough to protect us from the radiation?

CSO Lane says:
XO: Picking up some uninhabited planets according to the readings as well as some dead moons.

XO Horn says:
CSO: Thank you MS. Lane

XO Horn says:
CTO: Any other ships in the area?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Monitors flow levels to sensors and shield generators ::

CMO Blade says:
*XO*: I don't know ma'am.

CSO Lane says:
CO: Within 3 million kilometers would do nicely sir.

XO Horn says:
*CMO*: Would you then recommend implementing Radiation protocols?

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods to CSO ::

CMO Blade says:
*XO*: Yes, Ma'am.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Bring us to within 3 million Kilometers, Commander Horn.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye Sir.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: In engineering ::

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: And hold us there...this should be quite a show.

FCO Horn says:
:: Adjusts course to 3 million kilometers and slows the ship ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: The fur on her necks stands up ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Gulps ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Holds at 3 million kilometers ::

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  Sensors pick up a Rendar class vessel 350,000 Kilometers from the star

FCO Horn says:
CO: We are at 3 million kilometers sir and an evasive is set in just in case the new baby decides to kick at us.

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: The mission is all yours now, Ms. Lane.   :: Smiles ::   Let's get some pictures to send home to the boys...

CTO Horn says:
XO: Sir!

CSO Lane says:
:: Sets all sensors to the red giant's coordinates and watches as the readings whiz by the screen ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Reacts to the exclamation by the CTO ::

XO Horn says:
:: Looks over to the CTO ::   CTO: Yes

CTO Horn says:
XO: Sensors are picking up a Rendar class vessel.

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles at Sam ::   CO: Yes sir, and there should be some great shots.

XO Horn says:
CTO: Where?

CTO Horn says:
XO: 350,000 kilometers from the star.

XO Horn says:
CTO: Can you tell what it is doing?

CSO Lane says:
XO: Confirming that contact ma'am.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Scanning now.

CMO Blade says:
*XO*: I will set up radiation shelter bunkers Ma'am.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stiffens up at the mention of a ship, tracks it to put it on viewer ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: How long until this star changes, Lt. Lane?

EO McCain says:
:: Walks into main Engineering ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Hopefully they are just studying the star also

CMO Blade says:
:: Immediately leaves sickbay ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Estimating 21 standard hours sir.

CSO Lane says:
XO: Shall I scan for life signs on that ship?

XO Horn says:
:: Sees the ship come up on viewer ::

XO Horn says:
CSO: Do it please

CMO Blade says:
:: Goes to ten forward ::

CTO Horn says:
XO: They seem to just be here.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Studies the face of the CTO to get a sense of his concern level ::

EO McCain says:
:: Speaks briefly in Vulcan ::   CIV: Anything interesting about this star?

CTO Horn says:
XO: I am picking up no scans from them, nothing .

CMO Blade says:
:: Enters and begins building the bunkers ::

XO Horn says:
CTO: Are their shields up? What is their heading?

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Hail that vessel, Lt. Chaser.

CSO Lane says:
:: Runs the scan ::   XO: Picking up one life sign ma'am.   :: Looks closer ::   It's Terran.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Peeks at the CO, before turning to the screen, and hails the ship ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Finishes with the first bunker ::

CTO Horn says:
XO: Their shields are not up.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Looks at the EO ::   EO: I was not aware you spoke in Vulcan.

OPS Chaser says:
COM: VESSEL: R-Rendan vessel this is the USS Vesuvius.

XO Horn says:
:: Nods her head at the CSO and CTO acknowledging the information ::

EO McCain says:
:: Speaks in Vulcan ::   CIV: My father taught me Vulcan and Romulan. He is a Romulan expert.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Waits for a reply ::

Host Capt says:
COM: Vesuvius:  Hel-l-lo Vesuvius!!!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Turns to the CO, giving him the channel ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Hears the comm and jumps at the booming voice ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks up ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Raises both eyebrows ::   EO: Intriguing. I find the star quite interesting. I remember reading a paper on stars like this one.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Puts hand on OPS ::   OPS: Thank you, Lt...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries not to stiffen up, but fairly jumps out of the way of the CO ::

Host CO Kelson says:
COM: Vessel: This is the USS Vesuvius...what is your business in this star system?

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks at Sam and then at the screen ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Wonders if he can save himself when the star goes or if they need to plan a rescue ::

XO Horn says:
CO: Recommend we plot an intercept course, just in case

OPS Chaser says:
:: Gulps ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods to XO ::

Host Capt says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

